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Abstract In recent years, there has been rapid growth of
Chinese rail transit networks. Many of these networks
require elevated bridges. This results in a bridge-borne
noise source, which occurs in addition to the main noise
source (i.e., wheel–rail interactions). Bridge-borne noise is
attracting increasing attention because of its low-frequency
noise characteristics. This review paper first analyzes the
space distribution, spectral characteristics, and sound
pressure levels of noise radiated by all-concrete, steel–
concrete composite, and all-steel bridges, mainly according
to experimental studies. Second, this paper reviews exist-
ing theoretical prediction models of noise emanating from
bridges: the semianalytical method, the Rayleigh integral
method, the boundary element method, and statistical
energy analysis. Several case studies are reviewed, and
their results are discussed. Finally, according to the results
of the current review, the main factors affecting bridge-
borne noise are analyzed, several noise reduction measures
are proposed for different types of bridges, and their
effectiveness is demonstrated.
Keywords Rail transit  Bridge  Vibration  Noise 
Noise control
1 Introduction
When a train passes over a bridge, vibrations are generated
owing to irregularities in the wheels and the track. These
vibrations cause the wheels and track to radiate noise and
transfer energy directly to each component of the bridge,
causing the beams, piers, and other components to vibrate,
thus forming secondary noise radiation. The magnitude of
such bridge-borne noise can typically be 10 dB or more for
common railway networks [1, 2].
Bridges vary significantly in design and construction:
those constructed from steel radiate mid- to high-fre-
quency noise (200–1,000 Hz), while concrete bridge-
borne noise is generally low-frequency noise (\200 Hz).
Compared with high-frequency noise (such as wheel–rail
noise), low-frequency noise has slower energy attenuation
upon environmental radiation and is thus transmitted over
longer distances. Low-frequency railway noise can easily
pass through walls, windows, and other obstacles and can
harm people’s physical and mental health. Individuals
subjected to environments characterized by chronic low-
frequency noise can suffer from insomnia, headache, tin-
nitus, discomfort, chest tightness, abdominal pressure, and
other psychological and physical symptoms [3, 4]. A
spectrum analyzer is necessary for quantitative monitoring
of low-frequency noise, but there are currently no national
testing standards or engineering norms regarding low-
frequency railway noise in China or several other coun-
tries. Therefore, manufacturers of low-frequency noise
sources are still not legally regulated, while manufacturers
of high-frequency noise sources are bound by legal
responsibility.
Bridges have long service lifetimes and are difficult to
replace or reconstruct. Thus, the problem of bridge-borne
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of rail transit bridges. The adoption of low-noise configu-
rations and structures and appropriate noise reduction
measures can help meet the requirements of national
environmental standards. Therefore, investigations of noise
from bridges and methodologies to mitigate such noise
have recently attracted increasing research attention
because of the rapid development of rail transit worldwide.
This paper reviews progress on experimental studies of
bridge-borne noise by the authors and other investigators,
including experimental studies of all-concrete, steel–con-
crete composite, and all-steel bridges. Then, theoreti-
cal/analytical prediction methods for noise from bridge
vibrations are summarized, including the semi-analytical
method, the Rayleigh integral method, the boundary ele-
ment method (BEM), and statistical energy analysis (SEA).
Finally, several noise reduction control measures are pro-
posed and their effectiveness demonstrated.
2 Experimental studies
2.1 Early research
Bridge type, construction material, dimensions, and track
structure influence bridge vibrations and bridge-borne
noise. Early studies on radiant noise from bridge vibrations
mainly employed field tests. With continual improvement
of experimental techniques, the space distribution, spectral
characteristics, and sound pressure level (SPL) of noise
from bridge vibrations have been measured and potential
noise reduction measures sought.
Stu¨ber [5] tested the noise levels of two steel bridges
with electric locomotives running at speeds of 80 km/h.
The bridges were of the same structural type, but the tracks
were ballasted on one and ballastless on the other; the noise
level of the former was 13 dB(A) lower than that of the
latter. Then, with a layer of sand on the deck, an identical
ballastless steel bridge showed a 7 dB(A) decrease in noise
level, indicating that improvements may result from the
addition of dead weight and damping of the bridge deck. In
1966–1971, in order to classify the noise levels generated
by different types of bridges, the Office for Research and
Experiment (ORE) conducted tests similar to those of
Stu¨ber [6–9] to obtain the noise levels of different bridges.
In Japan, Ban and Miyamoto [10] conducted a study on the
noise reduction effects of ballast layers on concrete
bridges; the results showed that the noise radiated under-
neath the bridge could be reduced by 7 dB(A). Subse-
quently, Kurzweil [11] and Ungar and Wittig [12] gathered
these test results according to such variables as nation,
construction material, bridge structural type, and train type.
That research made it possible to evaluate how noisy a
particular bridge may be.
Walker et al. [13] conducted a noise comparison study
of two cases, the first of which was a concrete bridge
carrying light rail vehicles. The measured noise level was
used as the target for a steel–concrete composite bridge to
be built later. Finite element analysis used to predict the
noise level of the steel–concrete composite bridge deter-
mined that low-frequency noise was the dominant com-
ponent of the bridge-borne noise. To achieve a noise level
similar to that of the concrete bridge, an elastic fastening
system was used on the steel-concrete composite bridge. In
the second case, they conducted noise and vibration tests
on a bridge with elastic fastenings installed; noise was
measured before and after the installation of noise barriers.
The results showed that both the elastic fastening system
and the noise barriers could effectively reduce noise levels;
however, the noise reduction effect of the elastic fastening
system was slightly less effective, because the main noise
source was wheel–rail interactions.
According to Wang et al. [14], dynamic tests on a rigid
frame bridge from the Sydney RSA line indicated that a
train speed of 65 km/h across a bridge with rigid baseplates
under sleepers resulted in a noise level of 90 dB(A) at
5.5 m from the track centerline at frequencies of
200–1,000 Hz. For a bridge with elastic baseplates under
sleepers, the overall noise level, the vibration of the main
girder in the vertical direction, and the lateral vibration
were reduced by 6, 10, and 5 dB(A), respectively.
The West Rail Line in Hong Kong was the first practical
engineering project in which concrete box girder bridges
generated a noise problem, because Hong Kong has strict
noise control regulations. Tests by Ngai and Ng [15, 16] on
a concrete box girder bridge in Hong Kong indicated that a
train speed of 140 km/h resulted in noise and vibrations at
frequencies of 20–157 Hz with resonance frequencies at 43
and 54 Hz. Those peaks of structure-borne noise were
mainly caused by the resonance of the concrete box girder.
The analysis indicated that structural vibration resonance
was more important than acoustic resonance in the gener-
ation of bridge-borne noise.
2.2 Recent research
2.2.1 All-concrete bridges
Box girder bridges are the most frequently used type of
concrete bridge in China, and their construction has been
associated with the rapid growth of high-speed rail and rail
transit lines. Li et al. [17] and Zhang et al. [18] studied the
vibration and noise levels of such bridges using in situ
experiments conducted simultaneously on 32-m-long dou-
ble-track and single-track box girders. The test high-speed
train was a CRH1 with a configuration of five motor cars
(M) and three trailers (T), i.e., 2 (2M ? 1T) ? (1M ? 1T).
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The unsprung masses of the locomotive and trailer
wheelsets were 1,650 and 1,450 kg, respectively.
Velocity and acceleration are ideal indices for evalu-
ation of structural high-frequency vibration response.
Vibrational energy is proportional to the square of
vibration velocity and can cause damage/harm. In addi-
tion, vibratory velocity provides a useful description of
the sound radiation from the vibrating structure. There-
fore, vibratory velocity is used as a physical index of
sound radiation in this paper, with a reference velocity of
10-9 m/s for calculation of vibratory velocity level.
To demonstrate the spectral characteristics of bridge
vibration and associated noise, Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the
vibratory velocity levels and SPLs of the bottom slabs
when identical trains traveled on two different box girders
at 144–160 km/h. More experimental results can be found
in the studies of Li et al. and Zhang et al. [17, 18].
As illustrated in Fig. 1a, the maximum velocity level of
a double-track box girder appears at 50 Hz and is accom-
panied by a few additional peak frequency bands at 1/3
octave center frequency bins centered around frequencies
such as 315 and 630 Hz, where the velocity level is about
20 dB lower than that centered at 50 Hz. The overall
vibration of the bottom slab of the double-track box girder
is concentrated below 100 Hz, with 40, 50, and 63 Hz as
the centers of the three strongest vibratory-velocity fre-
quency bands.
Figure 1b shows 18 vibration-velocity-level curves for
the bottom slab of a single-track box girder. The center of
the frequency band that produced the maximum bottom-
plate velocity level was 63 Hz, accompanied by two
weaker peak bands centered at 315 and 630 Hz. The bot-
tom slab’s vibratory velocity level is concentrated at
100 Hz, with the three strongest frequency bands of
vibratory velocity level centered at 40, 50, and 63 Hz, the
same as those of the double-track box girder.
Figure 1a, b illustrate that the vibratory velocity level of
the double-track box girder is about 5 dB higher than that
of the single-track box girder. Zhang et al. [18] indicated
that the reason for this was that the double-track box girder
was wider than the single-track girder, while the slab
thicknesses of the two box girders were nearly the same.
This led to larger bending deformation along the cross
section, resulting in higher local vibrations in the double-
track box girder.
The SPL peaks in Fig. 2a, b show similar spectral
characteristics, confirming that SPL is directly related to
the box girder slabs’ vibratory velocity. Bridge-borne noise
is significant in the low-frequency range, reaching maxima
centered at 50 and 63 Hz for the double-track and single-
track box girders, respectively. The difference in SPL
between the two box girders was about 9 dB, reflecting the
important relationship between vibration and noise control.
The results by Li et al. [17] and Zhang et al. [18]
indicated that the local stiffness of the box girder slabs,
rather than the global stiffness of the box girder as a beam,
determined bridge vibrations and associated noise at
audible frequencies. Hereafter, more tests will be intro-
duced and compared.
Chang [19] conducted a vibration test on a 25-m-long,
simply supported concrete box girder (top width: 8.5 m,
bottom width: 4.18 m, girder height: 1.53 m) on Wuhan
Urban Rail Transit Line 1. The measurement points were
located at the bottom slab, web, and flange slab. The run-
ning train was a Metro C (dynamic axle weight: 13 t, trailer
axle weight: 14 t) with four-car marshaling and running
speed 50 km/h. The strongest vibrations appeared at the
bottom and flange slabs, with the dominant frequencies of
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Fig. 1 Comparison of vibratory velocity levels for two box girders crossed by identical trains (see Zhang et al. [18]). a Double-track box girder,
b single-track box girder
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vibrational energy at 40–90 Hz. Gao et al. [20] tested a
25-m-long, simply supported concrete box girder (top
width: 9.0 m, bottom width: 4.3 m) from the Beijing Air-
port Fast Rail Line. The running train was a linear induc-
tion motor train with four-car marshaling and running
speed 70–90 km/h. The vibratory velocity level of the
bottom slab had a dominant frequency range of 63–100 Hz,
and the vibration velocities of the box girder’s web and
bottom slab were about 20 dB smaller than that of the top
slab.
U-shaped girders are becoming increasingly popular on
urban rail transit lines because of the lower building height
required, their shielding effect on wheel–rail noise, and
their artistic shape. Li et al. [21] conducted in situ tests on a
30-m-long, concrete U-shaped girder (single-track, slab
width: 3.63 m, thickness: 0.24 m, girder height: 1.8 m)
from Shanghai Rail Transit Line 8. The running train was a
Metro C with six-car marshaling and locomotive and trailer
wheelset weights of 1,900 and 1,150 kg, respectively. The
results of Li et al. [21] have been reprocessed here (Fig. 3).
Generally, the vibratory velocity levels of the web and
the bottom slab of the U-shaped girder are concentrated in
the frequency range 32–64 Hz. As train speed increases,
vibratory velocity level increases gradually, and the fre-
quency of the maximum vibratory velocity also increases
(e.g., from the frequency band centered at 40 Hz to that at
50 Hz). On the other hand, because of the open nature of
U-shaped girders, the supporting effect of the two web
slabs to the bottom slab is limited. Thus, the vertical
vibratory velocity of the bottom slab is greater than that of
the box girders, as shown in Fig. 1a, b, and the lateral
vibratory velocity of the web slab is also high. Thus, even
at lower operational speeds, U-shaped girders are likely to
radiate more noise than box girders. For example, the
simulation results of Wu and Liu [22] demonstrated that
the structure-borne sound power radiated from a box-sec-
tion viaduct was slightly lower (by 2.5 dB) than that from a
U-section viaduct. They concluded, considering the dif-
ferences in train excitation and the acoustic measurement
environment, that the A-weighted SPL measured from the
U-shaped structure should be about 2 dB higher than that
from the box-section structure under the same excitation
and acoustic conditions.
Thus, for both the box and U-shaped girders, the med-
ium- and high-frequency vibrations of each slab are con-
centrated below 200 Hz, with the frequency bin of
maximum vibratory velocity level mainly centered at
31.5–80 Hz irrespective of train excitation. Moreover,
although the energy from higher-frequency vibrations is
transmitted from the track to the bridge structure with rapid
attenuation, there are still some weaker vibration peaks. Li
and Wu [23] reported that wheel–rail contact forces and
power flows to the rail–bridge subsystem were primarily
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End, Bottom slab center, Vertical, 70 km/h
Center, Top of webs, Lateral, 50 km/h
Center, Top of webs, Lateral, 60 km/h
 Center, Top of webs, Lateral, 70 km/h
Fig. 3 Results reprocessed from Li et al. [21]
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driven by contents around the natural frequency of a single
wheel adhering to the elastically supported rail, providing a
mechanism to determine the dominant frequencies of
bridge vibrations. However, the local, natural vibrational
characteristics of bridge slabs were ignored.
Chinese rail transit mostly uses box girder bridges,
which have acoustic modes in the main frequency ranges of
their interior cavities. These cavities’ resonance may
increase the noise radiated from the deck and bottom slab.
Moreover, box girders’ decks and bottom slabs have large
areas with relatively high acoustic radiation efficiency.
Zhang et al. [24] conducted theoretical and experimental
studies on the acoustic modes of a 32-m-long, concrete box
girder used on a high-speed railway line. The cavity res-
onance noise is shown in Fig. 4; at certain running speeds,
there was a ‘‘beat’’ phenomenon inside the box, which can
significantly increase the noise level inside, with a maxi-
mum instantaneous sound pressure up to 40 Pa and a peak
frequency as 75 Hz. The beat phenomenon of the noise in
the box originated from the deck slab’s vibration when its
peak vibration frequency matched the box cavity’s modal
frequency. The cavity resonance noise of the box was
greatly attenuated at the beam joint owing to acoustic
leakage.
2.2.2 Steel–concrete composite bridges
Bewes [25] conducted noise tests on a steel–concrete
composite bridge (a Light Rail Viaduct in Docklands),
which had a multi-span continuous beam with a span
length of about 16 m and a steel–concrete composite cross
section, in 2005. The train was a B90/92 with six-car
marshaling and velocity 54 km/h.
Figure 5 shows vibratory-acceleration measurement
points a1 and a2, which were located on the concrete bridge
decks on the track centerline, and points a3 and a4, which
were located on sidewalk concrete bridge decks. The two
noise measurement points, M1 and M2, are not shown in
Fig. 5. M1 was 7.5 m away from the near-track centerline
and 1.2 m above the rail surface; M2 was located below the
bridge centerline, 1.2 m above the ground, and 6.8 m from
the concrete bridge deck.
Figure 6 shows the vibratory velocity level at the bridge
decks and the SPLs at the two measurement points,
reprocessed from Bewes [25]. The bridge decks’ vibratory
velocity is mainly concentrated in the low-frequency band,
the level of which attenuates rapidly with increasing fre-
quency. The vibration frequency at the sidewalk bridge
decks was larger than that at the track centerline in the
range 25–125 Hz (peak frequency: 40 Hz). The vibration
of bridge decks at the track centerline is larger than that of
the sidewalk at frequencies[125 Hz.
The measured noise at M1 resulted from several kinds of
noise sources, such as wheel–rail interactions. M2 was
located underneath the bridge; thus, the shielding effect of
the bridge deck made it difficult for wheel–rail noise to
spread to M2. The results indicated that the frequency of
bridge-borne noise can be as high as 500 Hz and that
higher-frequency noise mainly comes from wheel–rail
interactions.
In 2014, Liu [26] conducted noise tests on a steel–
concrete composite continuous beam bridge on the Qin-
huangdao to Shenyang Passenger Line (Fig. 7). The
bridge’s span was (32 ? 40 ? 32) m, and the design load
was ZK live load, equivalent to 0.8 times UIC load. The
train passing the bridge was a CRH5 with measured speed
192 km/h. The measurement points are shown in Fig. 7.
The measured acceleration and SPL are shown at
intervals of 1/3 octave in Fig. 8. The dominant acceleration
frequency on the web and the bottom flange plate ranged
from 50 to 1,000 Hz. The peak frequencies of the accel-
eration on the web and bottom flange plate are 63 and
80 Hz, respectively; the latter is higher because of the
elevated stiffness of the bottom flange plate due to its
greater thickness.Fig. 4 Cavity resonance noise (see Zhang et al. [24])
Fig. 5 Steel–concrete composite bridge in Docklands (see Bewes
[25])
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The peak frequency of the SPL ranges 40–125 Hz, in
agreement with the frequency range of the force transmit-
ted from the track to the bridge [23]. The SPL at mea-
surement point S5 reaches its lowest level at 80–630 Hz,
where bridge-borne noise is dominant; the latter is atten-
uated with increasing distance. On the other hand, the SPL
at S5 is elevated above 800 Hz, as this noise regime is
mainly affected by wheel–rail interactions. The dominant
frequency of the steel–concrete composite bridge noise
ranges from 20 to 1,000 Hz, while that of concrete box
girders is often less than 100 Hz [17, 18, 27].
2.2.3 All-steel bridges
Bewes [25] conducted noise tests of a double-track steel
bridge in 2005. The field points of the old Arsta Bridge
were arranged in parallel with those of the new Arsta
Bridge, but approximately 40 m apart. The total length of
the old Arsta Bridge was about 650 m, and it consisted of
two parts: a deck-type concrete arch bridge and a half-
through riveted steel bridge (span: 150 m). The former had
a ballast track, while the latter had open decks with wooden
sleepers.
Three measurement points were arranged. M1 (in the
water under the bridge) and M2 (on an island under the
bridge) were aimed at the concrete bridge, whereas M3 (in
the water under the bridge) was aimed at the steel bridge;
all three measurement points were located 1.5 m above the
rail surface. The passing train was an X2000 with eight-car
marshaling and a speed of 70 km/h.
Figure 9 shows the noise test results for the old Arsta
Bridge. Although M1 and M2 were located above the water
surface and ground, respectively, the SPL at frequencies
above 125 Hz was very similar between the two locations.
Thus, sound reflection from the ground or water under the
bridge can be ignored. The noise level of the steel bridge is
about 5 dB(A) higher than that of the concrete bridge at
50–800 Hz, indicating that noise from steel bridges is
significantly louder than that from concrete bridges. The
noise levels from concrete and steel bridges are similar
above 1,000 Hz, mainly because of the predominance of
wheel–rail interaction noise in that range.
Bewes assumed that concrete bridge-borne noise can be
ignored and that wheel–rail interaction noise is unchanged
between different measurement points. The estimated steel
bridge-borne noise can be obtained by subtracting that
measured at M3 from that measured at M1/M2 (Fig. 9).
Steel bridge-borne noise is the main noise source at
50–800 Hz, whereas that from wheel–rail interactions
becomes the main noise source above 800 Hz.
Poisson and Marguicchi [28] carried out noise tests on a
single-track, simply supported steel truss bridge with span
20.8 m, open decks, and wooden sleepers supported by two
longitudinal beams. Field tests were performed on a variety












































Fig. 6 Vibration and noise measurements reprocessed from Bewes [25]. a Vibration, b noise


















Fig. 7 Steel–concrete composite bridge on the Qinhuangdao to
Shenyang Passenger Line (see Liu [26])
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of trains at speeds of 50–80 km/h. A measurement point
was located 22 m away from the track centerline at the
same height as the rail surface. In addition, a noise refer-
ence was measured a few hundred meters away from the
bridge at a subgrade section. The results were rearranged
and are plotted in Fig. 10; upon train passing, the steel
bridge-borne noise was 10–14 dB(A) louder than that in
the subgrade section. SPL differences appear at a narrow
peak frequency of 40 Hz and across a wider medium-fre-
quency band at 400–630 Hz, which is concentrated in the
dominant frequency range of steel bridge-borne noise.
3 Theoretical studies
Analytical, numerical analysis, and semi-analytical meth-
ods are currently the primary ones applied to analysis of
sound radiation from bridge vibrations. Numerical methods
are discrete methods and include the finite element method
(FEM), the infinite element method, the BEM, and the
energy method (which includes SEA and energy FEM).
The calculation problem of sound radiation can usually
be described as a definite solution problem of wave equa-
tions under certain boundary conditions [29]. According to
different analysis methods, it can be divided into two types:
time-domain analysis based on wave equations and fre-
quency-domain analysis based on Helmholtz equations.
The former focuses on the vibroacoustic relationship in the
time domain and is applicable for calculation of the char-
acteristics of both steady-state and transient acoustics.
However, the time-domain analysis method needs to solve
a statistical problem at each time step, leading to elevated
computational cost and error accumulation. The frequency-
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Fig. 8 Measured acceleration and SPL at train speed 192 km/h (see Liu [26]). a Vibration, b noise
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Fig. 9 Test results of the old Arsta Bridge (see Bewes [25])
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Reference value 
VB2N &17000, 75 km/h
VB2N &17000, 65 km/h
Z6100, 65 km/h Z0500, 80 km/h
Z0500, 50 km/h
Fig. 10 Reprocessed results from Poisson and Marguicchi [28]
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as the study object, as an acoustic wave with an arbitrary
time functions can always be resolved into a series of
simple harmonic sound waves by Fourier transformation.
Hence, frequency-domain analysis is especially suitable for
the investigation of steady-state acoustic fields and is the
most frequently used method in research situations.
3.1 Semi-analytical method
Even though it is difficult to use analytical methods to
calculate the sound field radiated by a bridge structure,
because it is a complex, elastic body noise source, some
researchers have analyzed the sound field radiated by the
vibration of box-shaped structures. Cui [30] investigated
exterior and interior sound radiation from the vibrations of
box structures and established a noise prediction theory
using the FEM and the virtual boundary element least
squares method with fast multipole expansion. The pro-
posed prediction method had high calculation precision,
and the predicted results provided useful theoretical sup-
port and practical guidelines for engineering noise control
of box-shaped structures.
Sun and Xie [31, 32] employed the homogeneous
capacity high-precision integration method and the spec-
trum method of a virtual boundary with a complex radius
vector to study box girder sound radiation using Fourier
transforms and the stationary phase method. Using these
methods, they proposed a high-efficiency, high-precision
semi-analytical method of calculating the sound radiation
from an infinitely long concrete beam in air. In the above
research, the structure had to be simplified to fulfill the
analytic solution. For example, the practical box girder was
simplified as a cylindrical shell of infinite length [31].
Further, excitations were usually treated as one or more
harmonic forces at fixed locations, an oversimplification of
real train excitations.
Some studies have used simple noise sources to model
noise from such sources as the bridge and wheel–rail
interactions. Ouelaa et al. [33] considered train–bridge
interactions using the FEM, obtaining SPL values by
converting transient bridge accelerations into multiple
acoustic monopoles along the bridge. This semianalytical
method yields an estimate of bridge noise associated with
global rather than local vibrations. Thus, the predicted
bridge noise is limited to the very-low-frequency range.
3.2 Rayleigh integral method
For an area noise source with arbitrary shapes, the vibra-
tory amplitude and phase at each location on a surface are
usually different. Mesh generation can produce an infinite
number of small surfaces, and on each of them, the
vibration of points can be assumed to be uniform, making it
reasonable to take each small surface as a point noise
source. Hence, by applying the sound radiation formula at
each of the point noise sources, the sound radiation induced
by an area noise source of arbitrary shapes can be inte-
grated (i.e., the Rayleigh integral method). This method
was first used by Wallace [34] to calculate the radiation
resistance of a rectangular panel.
Au and Wang [35] studied the dynamic response and
sound pressure distributions around rectangular orthotropic
plates under moving loads in the time domain using the
Rayleigh integral method. Although the effects of a moving
mass, damping coefficients, boundary conditions, and
speed were investigated, the roughness between the plate
and the moving force was not considered.
Xie et al. [36, 37] proposed a method for calculating the
low-frequency noise radiated by bridge vibrations using a
highway vehicle–bridge coupled vibration model and the
principle of the Rayleigh integral method. Using a highway
steel bridge as an example, a grillage model was applied to
calculate the vibratory response of the bridge and the
associated low-frequency noise upon a highway vehicle’s
travel across the bridge. The prediction method was vali-
dated by comparison with measured results. Following this,
further studies on the influence of parameters such as road
surface roughness and vehicle configuration were con-
ducted. The results showed that smooth pavements could
reduce the levels of low-frequency bridge-borne noise, and
the vehicle simplification model had an impact on com-
puted sound pressures.
The Rayleigh integral method based on the acoustic
radiation model was a fairly complete one; however, this
method was more suitable for a plate-like structure than
one composed of complicated three-dimensional compo-
nents. Therefore, the prediction accuracy of this method
has to be checked for complicated bridge structures.
3.3 Boundary element method
The term ‘‘boundary element method’’ (BEM) was coined
in 1978 in Brebbia’s monograph [38]. The acoustic BEM is
mainly based on the Helmholtz integral equations and the
Sommerfeld radiation conditions and can be divided into
direct and indirect approaches. The former takes SPL and
the normal velocity on the structure’s surface as boundary
conditions; this method is applicable to sound radiation and
scattering calculations for closed-surface structures. The
indirect method accounts for both the difference in SPL
and the velocity on the structure’s surface as boundary
conditions and is applicable to sound radiation and scat-
tering calculations of open-surface structures.
In recent years, a method that combines the FEM and
BEM (i.e., the hybrid FEM-BEM method) has been pro-
posed; it uses the FEM to model structural vibration and
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the BEM to model the acoustic field. This combined
method optimizes the characteristics of these two methods
and is being generally used in engineering; it can theoret-
ically solve the vibration and sound radiation of a complex
elastic structure with arbitrary form.
Zhang et al. [39, 40] proposed the hybrid FEM-BEM
method for calculation of box girder noise. A bridge’s
dynamic response in the time domain can be obtained
through solution of the FEM for train–track–bridge cou-
pled vibration; it could then be transferred into the fre-
quency domain via fast Fourier transform. Accordingly,
BEM in the frequency domain takes the velocity of the
structural vibration as a sound radiation boundary condi-
tion; thus, sound radiation can be estimated using the
BEM.
Li et al. [21] similarly used the FEM to model transient
train–track–bridge interactions, while the frequency-de-
pendent modal acoustic transfer vector (MATV) method,
which is based on the BEM, was applied for acoustic
analysis. In that study, SPL in the time domain was
obtained using time–frequency transforms. Alternatively,
Zhang et al. [41] used a transient BEM to compute the steel
bridge-borne noise induced by highway vehicles. Such
transient BEM analysis may be time consuming for a
railway bridge, because the number of degrees of freedom
of a train is typically larger than that of a highway vehicle,
and the actual computation efficiency of applying such
analysis to trains has not yet been reported.
According to Li et al. [42], computation of MATVs
using conventional three-dimensional BEM required pro-
hibitively long times; thus, they presented a two-and-a-
half-dimensional BEM-based procedure. In their study,
two-dimensional MATVs were calculated and then trans-
formed into three-dimensional MATVs using space-wave
numerical transforms. Fast computational speed was
achieved for the case of a 30-m-long, U-shaped girder
bridge, which suitably modeled multi-span, simply sup-
ported bridges [43]. In recent work [44], the two-and-a-
half-dimensional BEM was extended to predict noise
radiated by the rail and bridge at 20–1,000 Hz.
3.4 Statistical energy analysis
SEA was first applied in aerospace applications in the early
1960s [45]. For a system with sufficient components, this
method, based on statistical physics, effectively describes
the mean vibrational intensity and the vibroacoustic char-
acteristics of each component in the high-frequency range.
Most random noise and vibration problems cannot be
solved using classical methods; SEA thus provides a basis
for prediction of the average noise emitted by a structure,
especially at high frequencies, where the associated modal
density is high.
According to a model proposed by Remington and
Witting [46], the generation of bridge-borne noise can be
divided into three steps: first, as the train passes, the wheel–
rail interaction causes the rail and wheel to vibrate; second,
the vibratory energy is then transmitted to the bridge
structure through the rail fastening, causing various struc-
tural components of the bridge to vibrate; and third, the
vibrating bridge components, rails, and wheels then radiate
sound. This model used the combined wheel–rail rough-
ness as the external excitation. Once the total power input
of the bridge was calculated, the distribution of power
throughout the bridge structure was determined using
simple SEA. Finally, the total sound power radiated by the
bridge was calculated using the radiation efficiency of each
component. Because this model only accounted for the
rail’s vertical bending and traveling wave, no wave trans-
mission in the rail was modeled at frequencies below the
decoupling one, which is not reasonable. Remington and
Witting then compared the noise radiated by an open-deck
viaduct with and without rail fastenings; the measured
noise levels were compared with the ones computed by the
above model. According to the theoretical calculation, the
noise level would be reduced by 2 dB(A) after installing
elastic rail fastenings; the actual reduction was 4 dB(A),
indicating that the computed results were reasonable. The
theoretical model was used further to investigate the
effectiveness of several noise reduction measures, and
elastic rail fastenings were shown to be the most effective
(maximum noise reduction: 10 dB(A)).
On the basis of the research of Remington and Witting,
Thompson et al. [47–49] conducted many studies on a
track–bridge vibration model. Under that model, first, the
bridge combined with the track was considered as an
infinitely long Euler–Bernoulli beam with continuous
elastic support. Then, the continuous elastic support was
replaced by a fixed equivalent point support (i.e., two
layers of continuous elastic support were modeled).
Finally, discrete point supports were inserted between the
track and the bridge to account for the random distribution
of support stiffness, sleeper space, and beam mass. This
model was used to study problems related to steel-bridge
noise and validated SEA for calculation of low-frequency
bridge-borne noise. The results showed that SEA is appli-
cable for calculation of sound radiation above 40 Hz and
that sound radiation calculation results below 40 Hz can be
inaccurate.
Li et al. [50] extended the SEA to investigate the
structure-borne noise radiated by a (32 ? 40 ? 32) m
steel–concrete composite bridge. In the system of sound
radiation induced by bridge vibrations under a running
train, the bridge was coupled with both the track structure
and the surrounding air fluid. Because of the low density of
air and the high stiffness of the bridge structure, the
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interaction between the structure and the radiated sound
field was relatively small. Thus, Li et al. [50] did not
account for the coupling reaction between the structure and
sound wave or the lack of a fluid subsystem in the SEA
model: the track structure comprised part of the vibratory
system. The track–bridge coupling reaction was already
considered in the train–track–bridge coupled vibration
analysis, and the vibratory energy of the bridge deck was
linked directly to the track under a coupling reaction.
Hence, the net power flow from the track to the bridge deck
was used as the input power to the bridge deck. In this way,
the SEA model included only the bridge subsystems.
Moreover, the vibratory energy of the bridge deck sub-
systems was known, and the other subsystems’ input power
was zero. The vibratory energy of each subsystem could
thus be obtained by solving the SEA energy balance
equations. Finally, sound radiation and SPL at each field
point were computed using vibroacoustic theory.
Recently, Zhang et al. [51] presented a hybrid finite
element and SEA (hybrid FE-SEA) procedure to predict
structure-borne noise from concrete box girder bridges.
This method has excellent computational efficiency com-
pared with the widely used three-dimensional BEM, and
the case study showed that even the three-span hybrid FE-
SEA model was more efficient than the single-span three-
dimensional BEM model.
Although the SEA advantageously predicts bridge-borne
noise, especially for complicated bridge structures such as
steel trusses, several issues need to be considered to ensure
prediction accuracy. Three parameters need to be accu-
rately estimated: subsystems’ modal density and internal
loss factor and the coupling loss factor between subsys-
tems. It is not normally easy to determine these parameters.
4 Noise reduction control measures
4.1 Structural dimensions
As bridge-slab thickness increases, both structural stiffness
and dead weight increase, which makes it difficult to alter
the natural vibration frequency. High-order natural vibra-
tions are mainly caused by local vibrations in box girders’
decks and bottom slabs, for which stiffness plays a more
important role than dead weight. Thus, the natural vibration
frequency increases in association with slab thickness.
Zhang et al. [52] studied the influence of structural
dimensions on structure-borne noise; their results showed
that bridge-borne noise was negatively associated with slab
thickness. The overall SPL at each field point was most
sensitive to the thickness of the top slab, followed by the
web and the bottom slab, respectively, possibly because the
deck directly supported both the track structure and upper
train load and transmitted them to the bottom slab through
the web. Overall, deck stiffness was the most important
factor determining a bridge’s dynamic response under a
running train and thus controlled the noise levels radiated
by the structures. Hence, deck thickness could be reason-
ably increased for the purpose of reducing noise levels.
Meanwhile, decreasing web thickness, especially that of
the bottom slab, was a feasible noise reduction measure
with sufficient carrying capacity; however, this had less
influence on structure-borne SPL.
Zhang et al. [52] also studied the influence of web
incline on bridge-borne noise. Their results showed that the
structure-borne SPL was highest at an incline of 24, as did
results showing the average normal vibratory velocity.
When the incline was 12 or 0, the overall SPL signifi-
cantly decreased, and the difference between the SPLs at
each point was small, meaning that inclines of 12 and 0
had similar noise control effects. Generally, SPL decreased
as web inclination decreased; the mechanism of this effect
was that the web sustained the deck, so that small web
inclinations strengthened the impedance of the entire box
girder. Thus, the impedance of the box girder was predicted
to reach a maximum for the special case of two webs
exactly at the centerline between two rails; in that situation,
the best noise control effect was obtained. For the Hong
Kong West Rail Line [16], the web of the box girder was
adjusted to be just below the track to facilitate decreased
bridge vibrations and associated noise.
In conclusion, during bridge design, it is necessary to
investigate and adjust relevant parameters, such as the
location, thickness, and inclination of the web, to construct
quieter bridges and meet the required static and dynamic
responses, aesthetic character, and material usage.
4.2 Cross sections
Zhang et al. [53] compared the characteristics of a sound
field radiated by a single-box, single-cell and single-box,
double-cell box girders (Fig. 11). The first-order vibration
of the single-box, single-cell box girder was rolling, and
there were local vibrations in the deck plate due to the lack
of a middle web and the deck plate’s large width. In con-
trast, the first-order vibration of a single-box, double-cell
box girder had a vertical bending modality. The vibrational
displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the single-cell
box girder were larger than those of the double-cell box
girder. The SPL of the double-cell box girder was lower
than that of a single-cell box girder at the same field
observation points and train speed. The SPLs associated
with these two types of box girders decreased with the
increasing frequency; that of the double-cell box girder was
6 dB less than that of the single-cell box girder (i.e., the
double-cell box girder was quieter).
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Zhang [27] compared a U-shaped girder with a box
girder in terms of structural noise. Because of its open cross
section, the U-shaped girder had lower flexure frequencies
and significant local vertical vibrations in the bottom slab
(see Fig. 12), which led to obvious bending–torsion cou-
pled vibrations. Even though the train load running on the
U-shaped girder bridge was usually smaller than that run-
ning on the single-track box girder bridge, the bridge-borne
noise of the U-shaped girder exceeded that of the box
girder because of the former’s low stiffness and high
vibration responses. This conclusion was also verified by
results measured by Wu and Liu [22].
Han et al. [54] discussed the influences of plate thick-
ness and cross ribs on the noise from a U-shaped girder
(Fig. 13). The numerical simulation showed that the bot-
tom slab of the U-shaped girder played a more important
role than the web in the production of structural noise in the
far-field region, and that increasing the bottom slab thick-
ness more effectively reduced structural noise than
increasing the web thickness. The addition of cross ribs
also reduced structural noise in the far-field region and near
the girder bottom. Moreover, the addition of cross ribs over
the whole span was more effective than midspan concen-
tration of cross ribs. Such noise reduction was more
effective at higher than lower train speeds.
4.3 Tuned mass dampers
The use of a tuned mass damper (TMD) is effective for
controlling structural vibration and is generally applied to
structural vibrations caused by earthquakes or winds. In
recent decades, TMD systems have been gradually imple-
mented to control train-induced structural vibration.
However, TMDs have relatively poor robustness, and their
vibration control effect significantly decreases with drift of
the structural vibration frequency. To solve this problem,
researchers have proposed using multiple tuned mass
dampers (MTMDs) to control structural vibration with
changing frequency and vertical vibration of bridge
structure.
Zhang et al. [55] studied the effectiveness of MTMDs
on bridge-borne noise (Fig. 14). The results showed that
MTMDs affected a bridge’s control of the maximum
vibratory response but had little effect on structure-borne
noise. They could only reduce noise 25 m from the near-
track centerline by an average of about 0.5 dB.
MTMDs work only with the first-order vertical bending
vibration, whereas structure-borne noise was caused
mainly by high-order local vibrations. Bridge-borne noise
has a more complex mechanism than that of structural
vibration; the value of bridge-borne noise depends not only
(a) (b)
Fig. 11 Two cross-section types of box girders (see Zhang et al. [53]). a Single-cell, b double-cell
Fig. 12 Typical local vibrational mode of a U-shaped girder (see
Zhang et al. [27])
Fig. 13 Cross ribs reducing noise from a U-shaped girder (see Han
et al. [54])
Fig. 14 MTMDs hanging in a box girder below the top slab (see
Zhang et al. [55])
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on structural vibration but also on the structure’s topolog-
ical shape, radiation efficiency, vibration distribution,
transmission media, and transmission route. Thus, it is not
feasible to reduce structural noise only by controlling the
maximum train-induced bridge vibration. That is, the
application of MTMDs designed for low-order modes for
structural vibration control cannot similarly control struc-
ture-borne noise. Hence, investigation of MTMDs for
controlling high-order structural vibration modes is critical
to the reduction of bridge-borne noise.
Gan et al. [56] studied the possibility of using tuned
liquid dampers (TLDs) to reduce bridge-borne vibration
and noise. Numerical results demonstrated that the average
noise reduction around the box girder’s web was about
5 dB; however, the engineering application of TLDs needs
to be considered carefully. For instance, it is not easy to
contain liquid in the interior space of a box girder.
4.4 Track structures
Track structural parameters play an important role in the
load transmitted to the bridge structure, because such
parameters transmit directly to the train load. Zhang et al.
[57] studied the influences of stiffness and damping of rail
fastenings on box girder noise; the peak frequency of
structural noise ranged 40–80 Hz and was determined
mainly by the stiffness of the rail fastening. At field points
1.2 m above the ground and 10–40 m and 40–100 m from
the near-track centerline, the SPL attenuation rates were
0.29 and 0.067 dB/m, respectively. Increased fastening
stiffness could effectively decrease the directivity angle of
bridge-borne noise. The SPL of the vertical section 30 m
from the near-track centerline increased by an average of
12.5 dB with an increase in fastening stiffness from 10 to
100 MN/m; in addition, the peak frequencies of the
structure-borne noise and the wheel–rail interaction force
increased from 30 to 67 Hz. As the fastening damping ratio
increased from 0.0625 to 0.5, the SPL of the vertical sec-
tion 30 m from the near-track centerline decreased by an
average of 5.0 dB, while the peak frequency of the struc-
ture-borne noise and the wheel–track interaction force
remained constant. Results showed that the fastening
damping ratio had a relatively small influence on the
directivity angle of the bridge-borne noise alongside the
bridge.
Results by Liu and Yang [58] showed that a ladder
sleeper and floating track could reduce bridge-borne noise
in the frequency range 40–80 Hz compared with a common
monolithic track bed. In a case with a fully closed sound
barrier on an elevated bridge, the ladder sleeper decreased
the SPL by 3.6 dB(A) in the frequency range 12.5–250 Hz
at 0.3 m below the bridge girder. The floating track
decreased the SPL by 4.0 dB(A).
The two aforementioned cases prove that a vibration
reduction track can considerably mitigate bridge noise.
However, another noise source that is likely to be over-
looked is track structures, such as floating tracks, that
absorb significant amounts of energy and thus radiate more
noise than common track structures.
4.5 Constrained layer damping
Liu [26] studied the use of constrained layer damping
(CLD) to reduce steel bridge-radiated noise and success-
fully applied the CLD noise reduction technique to a steel–
concrete composite bridge on a high-speed railway.
Field measurements were conducted on a steel–concrete
composite bridge before and after CLD installation. CLD
was laid over 328.23 m2 of the bridge, adding 6,138.8 kg
to the dead load. With CLD laid on the bottom slab of the
composite bridge, the effective acceleration values on the
web and bottom flange were reduced by 1.5 and 0.5 m/s2,
respectively. Meanwhile, the vibratory acceleration was
reduced in the main frequency range, and the SPL under-
neath the bridge was reduced by 2–4 dB(A) at different
train speeds. Moreover, in the medium- and high-frequency
regions (i.e., frequencies[125 Hz), the noise from bridge
vibrations obviously decreased.
Numerical results show that after CLD placement, the
radiated structural noise was effectively reduced across the
entire audible spectrum, with the decrease in SPL ranging
3.9–4.3 dB(A) at different field points. Moreover, the SPL
decrease underneath the bridge was greater than that above
the bridge. The vibratory velocity of the longitudinal girder
web and bottom flange decreased by 10.5 and 6.1 dB,
respectively, showing excellent effectiveness.
5 Conclusions
The present paper has reviewed experimental and theoret-
ical studies on bridge-borne noise. The space distribution,
spectral characteristics, and SPL of noise radiated by
bridges were briefly analyzed. Then, the results of experi-
mental studies conducted by the authors and other inves-
tigators on concrete bridges, steel–concrete composite
bridges, and all-steel bridges were summarized. Four
methods for theoretical analysis of bridge-borne noise were
introduced: the Rayleigh integral method, the semi-ana-
lytical method, the BEM, and the SEA method. Finally, on
the basis of current research results, five kinds of noise
control measures were reviewed, resulting in the following
conclusions:
(1) The dominant frequencies of concrete bridge-borne
noise (including box girder and U-shaped girder
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bridges) are below 100 Hz, controlled by local
vibrations rather than global vibrations. However,
the dominant noise frequencies from steel–concrete
composite and steel bridges can be as high as several
hundred Hz.
(2) Sound radiation from bridges is influenced by build-
ing material, structural type, structural size, boundary
conditions, train loading frequencies, and track
irregularities.
(3) The hybrid FEM-BEM numerical simulation method
is a good predictor of noise from concrete bridges,
while SEA is more suitable for the prediction of noise
from steel bridges. In both prediction methods, train–
track–bridge coupling vibration analysis is the first
key step in determining bridge vibration responses or
energy input. Presently, BEM and SEA are the most
popular numerical analysis methods, and they can
theoretically be used for any type of bridge.
(4) Variations to structural dimensions and cross-section
type can provide effective control measures for noise
reduction from concrete bridges. TLD and MTMDs
are potential control measures whose effectiveness
and applicability need to be studied further. The use
of softer fastenings has obvious vibration and noise
reduction effects. For medium- and high-frequency
noise radiated by steel–concrete composite and steel
bridges, the CLD technique is a highly effective noise
mitigation measure.
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